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Abstract: Torsional vibrations play a critical role in the design and operation of a mechanical or
mechatronic drivetrain due to their impact on lifetime, performance, and cost. A magnetic spring
allows one to reduce these vibrations and improve the actuator performance yet introduces additional
challenges on the identification. As a direct torque measurement is generally not favourable because
of its intrusive nature, this paper proposes a nonintrusive approach to identify torsional load profiles.
The approach combines a physics-based lumped parameter model of the torsional dynamics of
the drivetrain with measurements coming from a motor encoder and two MEMS accelerometers
in a combined state/input estimation, using an augmented extended Kalman filter (A-EKF). In
order to allow a generic magnetic spring torque estimation, a random walk input model is used,
where additionally the angle-dependent behaviour is exploited by constructing an angle-dependent
estimate and variance map. Experimental validation leads to a significant reduction in bias in the
load torque estimation for this approach, compared to conventional estimators. Moreover, this newly
proposed approach significantly reduces the variance on the estimated states by exploiting the angle
dependency. The proposed approach provides knowledge of the torsional vibrations in a nonintrusive
way, without the need for an extensive magnetic spring torque identification. Further, the approach
is applicable on any drivetrain with angle-dependent input torques.

Keywords: input estimation; Kalman filter; magnetic spring; mechatronics

1. Introduction

In mechanical and mechatronic drivetrains, torsional loading and vibrations have a
critical impact on the lifetime, performance, and cost. For most applications, an assessment
of these vibrations requires knowledge of both the system states and the applied torques.
Unfortunately, the direct measurement of these variables is infeasible in many applications.
This holds especially true for the direct measurement of the applied torques. Possible
reasons for this are the high costs and the intrusive nature of torque sensors.

A possible solution is to estimate the unknown torques indirectly from a limited set of
measurements. In order to allow such estimation, additional information can be provided
by a model of the considered drivetrain. In the literature, several approaches are described
to estimate unknown input loads for mechanical systems. Either frequency domain or time
domain approaches can be used. The attention has recently been shifting to time domain
approaches. Two classes of time domain approaches, namely inverse system methods and
Kalman-based techniques, are discussed in the next two paragraphs.

Inverse system methods (summarised by Nordström [1] and Klinkov [2]) use a model
of the system to obtain the unknown load from a limited number of response measurements
in a deterministic way. As such, these methods assume that an exact model of the system is
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available. Although a model is logically never exact in practice, these methods prove useful
for some structural dynamics applications where a sufficiently high model accuracy can be
obtained. Because this is a lot more challenging for drivetrain applications, the deterministic
methods are less suitable for those cases.

A more suited alternative is given by Kalman-based estimation techniques, a class of
stochastic methods based on the Kalman filter [3,4]. The filter provides an efficient and op-
timal (with respect to the expected error covariance) solution for the linear state estimation
problem. An extension towards nonlinear estimation problems, called the extended Kalman
filter (EKF), allows the state estimation of nonlinear systems by linearizing the system
matrices around the previous state estimate. More recently, efforts have been made to
allow concurrent state, input and parameter estimation. Lourens [5] proposed to augment
the states with the unknown forces and to estimate them together in a coupled estimator.
Naets [6] elaborated on this idea and presents a generic coupled state/input/parameter
estimation framework, by coupling a reduced model to an extended Kalman filter with
augmented states for the unknown inputs and parameters.

Applications of these state-augmented Kalman filters on a drivetrain were conducted
by Croes [7] and Forrier [8]. In these approaches, a lumped parameter model of the
drivetrain is combined with measurements in a state-augmented Kalman filter, where the
input torque is included in the estimation as an augmented state. The input is described
by a random walk model that uses the previous estimated value as the best guess for
the next estimate. This technique allows a generic unknown input estimation but only
incorporates little information about the to-be-estimated input. Kirchner [9–11] incorporates
additional information about the input by mapping it onto a sparsely filled basis within a
compressive sensing moving horizon scheme. This method has potential when the input
can be described by a set of time-dependent base functions. However, for some applications,
there is no time-dependent relationship with respect to the input, but an angle dependency.
This is common for linkage mechanisms and cam-drives, applications which are addressed
in this work.

More specifically, the considered application consists of a permanent-magnet syn-
chronous motor connected to a crank-rocker mechanism via a torsional magnetic spring.
As the magnetic spring torque characteristic is important for the estimation strategy,
the background, design, and characteristics of the magnetic spring are briefly described in
the next paragraph.

A magnetic spring is a fatigue-free alternative to a mechanical spring, allowing one to
improve the energy efficiency of the drivetrain and to downsize the actuator. In order to
design such a magnetic spring for a specific application, Mrak [12,13] developed a design
methodology and validated this methodology using both virtual designs and one physical
prototype. Although this research illustrates the potential benefit of using magnetic springs,
it also highlights the complexity of their torque characteristic. Although the static torque
characteristic is a quasisinusoidal function of the angle, its exact shape depends on the
manufacturing tolerances. Furthermore, the dependency of the magnetic properties on
the temperature results in significant stiffness variations with temperature. The dynamic
torque additionally has an acceleration-dependent inertia term, speed dependent viscous
and eddy current loss terms, and a Coulomb friction loss term.

To allow a generic torque estimation independent of the manufacturing tolerances,
the environment, and the drivetrain on which the magnetic spring is mounted, this paper
proposes to start from a random walk input model and to detect whether the magnetic
spring torque exhibits cyclic angle-dependent behaviour. If this is the case, it exploits this
angle-dependent relationship between the magnetic spring torque and the angle in the
estimation. This is conducted by constructing and continuously updating an estimation
map of the torque and its corresponding variance. By using this map in the estimator,
the aim is to reduce the uncertainty of the unknown torque input and consequently improve
the estimation.
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The lumped-parameter model used in the estimation is described in Section 2. Section 3
discusses the proposed estimation strategy with cyclic periodicity. The experimental
validation of this strategy is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides a conclusion for the
obtained results.

2. Mechatronic Powertrain Model

The mechatronic powertrain is modelled in a MATLAB environment using a lumped-
parameter model. Its schematic representation with all relevant variables and parameters
is given in Figure 1. The following five subsections describe its submodels: a model of the
four-bar linkage, the motor, the magnetic spring, the shaft flexibilities and the torsional
losses. The integration of these submodels is described in Section 2.6.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the mechatronic powertrain model.

2.1. Four-Bar Linkage Model

The four-bar linkage is categorised as a crank-rocker mechanism according to Grashof’s
law [14]. A driving torque on the crank shaft results in a rotating motion of the crank inertia
and a reciprocating movement of the rocker inertia. The linkage is modelled as a rigid
mechanism. The planar kinematics are described by two loop-closure equations, resulting
in a system of two implicit algebraic equations:

a cos θ + h cos γ− b cos φ− g = 0 (1)

a sin θ + h sin γ− b sin φ = 0, (2)

where a = |AB|, b = |CD|, h = |BC|, and g = |AD| are the bar lengths measured
between two connection points (see Figure 1). The relationship between the velocities can
be described by taking the time derivative of Equations (1) and (2):

−aθ̇ sin θ − hγ̇ sin γ + bφ̇ sin φ = 0 (3)

aθ̇ cos θ + hγ̇ cos γ− bφ̇ cos φ = 0, (4)

and correspondingly the accelerations are described by:

aθ̈ sin θ + hγ̈ sin γ− bφ̈ sin φ = −aθ̇2 cos θ − hγ̇2 cos γ + bφ̇2 cos φ (5)

aθ̈ cos θ + hγ̈ cos γ− bφ̈ cos φ = aθ̇2 sin θ + hγ̇2 sin γ− bφ̇2 sin φ. (6)
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The dynamics are described by the force and moment equilibria, obtained by ap-
plying Newton’s second law on the individual members in all directions allowed by the
mechanism. The set of equations consists of the moment equilibrium of the crank inertia:

Jcrank θ̈ = aFBy cos θ − aFBx sin θ + Tcranksha f t , (7)

the force equilibria (8) and (9) and moment equilibrium (10) of the rod:

mrod(a(θ̈ sin θ + θ̇2 cos θ) + 0.5h(γ̈ sin γ + γ̇2 cos γ)) = FBx − FCx (8)

mrod(a(θ̈ cos θ − θ̇2 sin θ) + 0.5h(γ̈ cos γ− γ̇2 sin γ) + ag) = FCy − FBy (9)

Jrodγ̈ = 0.5h(cos γ(FBy + FCy)− sin γ(FBx + FCx)), (10)

and the moment equilibrium of the rocker inertia:

Jrockerφ̈ = aFBy cos φ− aFBx sin φ + Trocker sha f t, (11)

The additional parameters involved in the dynamics are the moment of inertia of the
crank (Jcrank), the rod (Jrod), the rocker (Jrocker), and the mass of the rod (mrod). The torques
exerted on the crankshaft and rocker shaft are denoted by Tcranksha f t and Trocker sha f t, respec-
tively. The planar forces at the left and right connection points of the central rod are denoted
by (FBx,FBy) and (FCx, FCy), respectively. ag represents the gravitational acceleration.

2.2. Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Motor Model

The permanent-magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) is modelled as an inertia Jmotor
with a known torque input Tmotor.

2.3. Magnetic Spring Model

The magnetic spring is connected to the motor shaft, and consequently, its inertia is
lumped together in the motor inertia (Jmotor). The spring introduces a torque input TMS on
the same inertia.

2.4. Shaft Flexibilities Model

The shaft flexibilities are modelled using a lumped spring-damper model as illustrated
on the powertrain model in Figure 1. They introduce two additional degrees of freedom,
respectively, the rotation θM of the drive motor and the rotation φL of the load inertia Jload.
The flexibilities are parametrised with one torsional stiffness and one torsional damping
parameter for each flexible shaft, i.e., (k1, c1) for the motor shaft and (k2, c2) for the load shaft.
The torque in the motor shaft and the load shaft is described by the following equations:

Tmotor sha f t = k1(θM − θ) + c1(θ̇M − θ̇) (12)

Tload sha f t = k2(φ− φL) + c2(φ̇− φ̇L) (13)

2.5. Torsional Losses Model

Losses are introduced on each of the three degrees of freedom of the model. The losses
consist of simplified frictional and viscous contributions. The frictional loss on the motor
inertia TFM is defined as follows:

TFM =

−TM |θ̇M| < θ̇0 & TM ≤ TFM,0

− θ̇M
|θ̇M |

TFM,0 otherwise
(14)
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where TM denotes the resulting torque on the motor inertia without losses, TFM,0 a friction
constant, and θ̇0 the breakaway friction velocity. The viscous losses on the motor inertia
TVM are approximated as a linear function of the rotational speed, scaling with cVM:

TVM = −cVM θ̇M (15)

Analogously, frictional and viscous losses are defined on the load inertia (TFL, TVL),
the crank inertia (TFC, TVC), and the rocker inertia (TFR, TVR). As the crank-rocker model
is rigid, the crank and rocker shaft rotation describe the same degree of freedom. Due to
the difference in speed characteristics, their loss parameters cannot be lumped into one
single set.

2.6. Powertrain Model

The complete powertrain model is schematically represented on Figure 1, and it
consists of three degrees of freedom: the rotation of the motor inertia, the motion of the
four-bar linkage, and the rotation of the load inertia.

The torque on the motor inertia is a combination of the motor drive torque Tmotor,
the torque in the motor shaft Tmotor sha f t, the magnetic spring torque TMS, and the loss terms
TFM and TVM:

Jmotor θ̈M = Tmotor − Tmotor sha f t + TFM + TVM + TMS (16)

The motion of the four-bar linkage is described by Equations (1)–(11). In Equation (7),
the term Tcranksha f t sums the motor shaft torque Tmotor sha f t and the loss terms TFC and TVC:

Tcranksha f t = Tmotor sha f t + TFC + TVC (17)

In Equation (11), the term Trocker sha f t sums the load shaft torque Tload sha f t and the loss
terms TFR and TVR:

Trocker sha f t = −Tload sha f t + TFR + TVR (18)

The torque on the load inertia is a combination of the torque in the load shaft Tload sha f t
and the loss terms TFL and TVL:

Jloadφ̈L = Tload sha f t + TFL + TVL (19)

This coupled powertrain model is employed in the following sections to perform the
estimation on the system under study, with the aim of achieving more insight into the
magnetic spring behaviour.

3. Coupled State/Input Estimation with Exploitation of Cyclic Periodicity

For the powertrain described above, the state vector x combines the three rotational
degrees of freedom of the model, supplemented with their respective velocities:

x =



θ̇
θ

θ̇M
θM
φ̇L
φL

. (20)

The input vector u is given by:

u =

[
Tmotor
TMS

]
(21)
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and consists of the torque inputs of the servomotor and the magnetic spring. The continuous-
time model equations can be summarised in the following explicit state-space form:

ẋ = f(x, u) (22)

where the vector field f describes the equations of motion as discussed in Section 2.
In addition to the model, a set of measurements y is available in the estimator. A motor

encoder provides an angle measurement, and two MEMS accelerometers provide triaxial
acceleration measurement signals. The accelerometers are mounted on the rocker inertia
and on the load inertia with their X-direction aligned with the radial direction of the shaft
and their Y-direction with the tangential direction. The axial acceleration signal of the
Z-direction is not informative for the torsional dynamics, and it is consequently not used in
the estimator. The mapping of the measurement variables on the states and inputs can be
written in the following general form:

y = h(x, u) (23)

where h is a vector of the measurement functions. For the considered case, it consists
of five measurement functions. The function for the encoder measurement is trivial and
equals the motor angle from the state vector with its corresponding measurement variable.
The other four functions describe the acceleration signals of the accelerometers in function
of the state vector. Each accelerometer mapping function consists of a static term that
describes its direction relative to the gravity vector and a dynamic term that represents
either a tangential or a normal acceleration. All terms can be directly calculated when the
equations of Section 2 are solved.

The continuous-time equations of the model are time discretised in order to be used in
the estimator. The implicit equations are solved iteratively. The model and the measure-
ments are exposed to process and measurement noise, respectively. All noise terms are
assumed to be described by zero-mean and uncorrelated normal distributions. The process
noise wk and measurement noise vk are quantified with covariance matrices Q and R,
respectively. The discrete model and measurement equations are given below:

xk = fd(xk−1, uk−1) + wk wk ∼ N (0, Q)

yk = h(xk, uk) + vk vk ∼ N (0, R)
(24)

where k denotes the iteration step and fd is the time discretisation of f. The applied
discretisation procedure is a fourth-order Runge–Kutta integration [15].

3.1. State Augmentation for Magnetic Spring

The magnetic spring described in Section 2.3 generates a torque that is considered
as an unknown input to the system. A possible strategy to allow a coupled state/input
estimation is augmenting the model states with an unknown input state:

xaug =

[
x

TMS

]
(25)

where TMS denotes the magnetic spring input torque. The corresponding discrete model
equations are given as:

faug =

[
fd(xk−1, uk−1)

fTMS(xk−1, uk−1)

]
(26)

This strategy requires an additional dynamic model equation for the prediction
fTMS(xk−1, uk−1) of the unknown input. In this work, a random walk (RW) model is adopted:

TMS, k = TMS, k−1 + wRW,k wRW,k ∼ N (0, QRW,k) (27)
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where wRW,k denotes the discretisation of a white noise process with zero mean, quantified
with a discretised covariance value QRW,k. The random walk model provides the additional
model equation:

fTMS(xk−1, uk−1) = TMS, k−1 (28)

3.2. Extended Kalman Filter

The augmented model equations are combined with the measurements in an extended
Kalman filter. The first-order extended Kalman filter linearises the model and measure-
ment equations around the current estimate using a first-order Taylor expansion [15,16].
Consequently, it applies a linear Kalman filter on the locally linearised system [3,4]. In
the following of this paper, the subscript “aug” is omitted, and x denotes the augmented
state vector. The discrete equations of the extended Kalman filter as given in [15] are
discussed below.

The prediction step yields a priori estimates for the states and its covariance matrix
by evaluating the model equations for the state vector and input values at the end of the
previous iteration. The state vector prediction is found by evaluating the discrete model of
Equation (24):

x̂−k = fd(x̂
+
k−1, uk−1) (29)

The a priori state covariance matrix P̂−xx,k at the current iteration is the sum of the
propagated matrix from the previous iteration using the linearised model matrix Fk−1 and
the process noise matrix, which accounts for modelling and discretisation errors:

P̂−xx,k = Fk−1P̂+
xx,k−1FT

k−1 + Q Fk−1 =
∂fd
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂+k−1

(30)

The predicted state vector and its covariance matrix are mapped on the measurement
space to obtain the predicted measurements and their corresponding covariance matrix:

ŷ−k = h(x̂−k , uk)

P̂−yy,k = HkP̂−xx,kHT
k + R Hk =

∂h
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂−k

(31)

where Hk denotes the linearised measurement function and R denotes the measurement
noise covariance matrix.

The innovation step corrects the predicted state estimates by taking into account the
measurements. This correction is quantified by the Kalman gain Kk, which results from
weighting the model and the measurement uncertainty:

Kk = P̂−xx,kHT
k (P̂

−
yy,k)

−1 (32)

where P̂−yy,k represents a positive definite covariance matrix, and consequently, it is an
invertible matrix.

The obtained Kalman gain is then used to obtain improved state estimates with
reduced covariance values:

x̂+k = x̂−k + Kk(yk − h(x̂−k , uk))

P̂+
xx,k = (I−KkHk)P̂

−
xx,k

(33)

where I represents the unity matrix.

3.3. Exploitation of Cyclic Angle-Dependency

To allow a generic magnetic spring torque evaluation, this torque is considered as
an unknown input. However, cyclic angle-dependent behaviour of this input is expected
in some scenarios. In order to collect the knowledge about this angle-dependent relation,
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a map of the torque is built up in the function of the motor angle θM. The corresponding
uncertainty is quantified in a similar variance map.

In the remainder of this section, it is firstly described how this map is parametrised
and updated. Next, a possible approach to exploit the map in the estimator is discussed.

3.3.1. Parametrisation and Update Procedure of the Angle-Dependent Map

Any parametrisation of the angle-dependent map is possible, but just a single parametri-
sation is described and applied here. In this work, the map is described by linear interpo-
lation between a fixed grid of angular points and their corresponding torque (θM, Tmap).
The advantage of this approach is that it allows the map to take any shape and that no prior
knowledge of this shape is required.

As the update procedure of the map is similar to a Kalman filter but now considered
over each rotation cycle rather than timestep, its description uses similar terminology: the
prediction and update steps of the procedure are indicated with an ominus (	) and an
oplus (⊕), respectively.

The map is updated after the update step of the A-EKF, using the estimated augmented
state. The first construction of the map is conducted when the estimated rotational speed of
the motor shaft ( ˆ̇θ+M,k) passes a threshold value. When this speed drops below the threshold,
the map is reset, and the initialisation procedure is to be redone. For the first torque map,
the calculation relies entirely on the augmented state:

T⊕map,N=1

∣∣∣∣
θ̂+M,k

= T̂+
MS,k = x̂+7,k (34)

where the cycle number N distinguishes each full rotation of the motor inertia, by repre-
senting its Nth rotation cycle. The variance map equals the corresponding variance of the
augmented state:

P⊕map,N=1

∣∣∣∣
θ̂+M,k

= P̂+
TMS ,k = P̂+

xx,k(7, 7) (35)

When cycle N = 1 is completed, the torque and variance maps are initialised. This
map can now be used to make a prediction for the map in the next cycle N = 2, or for a
general cycle number N:

T	map,N

∣∣
θ̂+M,k

= T⊕map,N−1

∣∣
θ̂+M,k

(36)

The difference between the prediction and the real torque value is attributable to two
noise terms:

• A term related to the error of the torque map at cycle N− 1, quantified with a variance
value P⊕map,N−1.

• A term related to the difference between the two torque profiles of the consecutive
cycles, quantified with a covariance term Q∆.

The map variance of the prediction is the sum of these two terms:

P	map,N

∣∣
θ̂+M,k

= P⊕map,N−1

∣∣
θ̂+M,k

+ Q∆,k (37)

The term Q∆,k is similar to the random walk covariance described in Section 3.1 but for
a random walk between two consecutive cycles instead of two consecutive time steps.
Hence, the corresponding noise term w∆ = TMS,N − TMS,N−1 is considered zero-mean,
white, uncorrelated, and with covariance Q∆,k.

This covariance can be estimated using a fading memory average [16] of the map
gradient between two consecutive cycles:

Q∆,k = E[(TMS,N − TMS,N−1)
2] ≈ x1(T⊕map,N − T⊕map,N−1)

2∣∣
θ̂+M,k−1

+ x2Q∆,k−1 (38)
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where 0 < x1 ≤ 1 and x2 = 1− x1.
The combination of the prediction based on the previous map values and the update

using the augmented state estimate is performed using a weighting of their respective
variance values. Because a zero-mean noise distribution is assumed for the noise terms of
both sources, the weighting is again similar to that of a linear Kalman filter.

The correction of the map values is obtained by weighting the variance of the predic-
tion based on the previous map and the variance of the augmented state, leading to the
gain values Kmap,k:

Kmap,k =
P	map,N

P	map,N + P̂+
TMS ,k

∣∣∣∣
θ̂+M,k

(39)

The prediction can now be corrected with this correction factor using the augmented
state estimate:

T⊕map,N = T	map,N + Kmap,k(T̂+
MS,k − T	map,N)

∣∣∣∣
θ̂+M,k

(40)

and the map variance is similarly updated:

P⊕map,N = (1− Kmap,k)P	map,N

∣∣∣∣
θ̂+M,k

. (41)

This overall process allows one to achieve a decreasing uncertainty on the motor
torques over the various cycles of the system.

3.3.2. Inclusion of the Angle-Dependent Torque Map in the Estimation

This section discusses a possible approach to exploit the angle-dependent torque
map in the presented estimator. The approach uses the torque estimate and variance map
to adapt the random walk model described in Section 3.1.

If the torque map is a good representation of the real magnetic spring torque, the gra-
dient of the map can be used to adapt the random walk covariance value QRW,k:

• A low-gradient regime allows a lower random walk covariance, as the torque is known
to have smaller deviations each time step;

• On the contrary, a steep torque gradient at a certain angle in previous rotations de-
mands that a higher deviation from the previous time step value is allowed this rotation.

The calculation of the adaptive covariance value can be derived from Equation (27). In
this equation, it is assumed that wRW,k = TMS,k − TMS,k−1 is a zero-mean noise term with
a covariance value QRW,k. An estimate of the covariance QRW,k = E[(wRW,k − µwRW,k )

2] =

E[(wRW,k)
2] can be obtained by using the map:

QRW,adaptive = E[(TMS,k − TMS,k−1)
2] ≈ C (T⊕map,N−1

∣∣
θ̂−M,k
− T⊕map,N−1

∣∣
θ̂−M,k−1

)2 (42)

where C > 1 is a constant that accounts for the inaccuracy of this covariance estimate and
should be appropriately selected.

Because the map is only valuable when the corresponding variance has a relatively
low value, the random walk covariance value is only adaptive when the variance value of
the map is below a certain threshold value:

QRW,k =

{
QRW,adaptive Pmap ≤ Pmap,threshold

QRW,constant otherwise
(43)

where QRW,constant denotes the tuned constant covariance value used in the standard ran-
dom walk model.
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4. Experimental Validation
4.1. Experimental Setup

The experimental test setup (Figure 2) consists of a permanent-magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM) driving a crank-rocker mechanism. The motor is connected to the crank via
a shaft with diameter d1 = 25 mm and length l1 = 157 mm. The magnetic spring, mounted
to the motor shaft, consists of two permanent magnet rotor–stator pairs. Each pair has
two pole pairs. The spring design is described in more detail in [12]. The rocker inertia is
connected to the load inertia with another, more flexible shaft, with a diameter d2 = 15 mm
and length l2 = 380 mm.

Figure 2. Experimental test setup.

The servomotor has an integrated high-resolution encoder and motor torque estima-
tion. Two three-axis capactive MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical system) accelerometers of
type ADXL325 are mounted on, respectively, rocker and load inertia. Both accelerometers
have their X-direction aligned with the radial direction. Additionally, an optical encoder is
present at the load inertia. This sensor is not used in the estimator and serves for validation
purposes only.

The motor uses PID control on the rotational speed in order to follow a preset speed
trajectory. The speed trajectories for the measurements consist of a run-up to a steady
speed, maintained for eight rotations, after which the mechanism brakes until standstill.
The magnetic spring allows one to reduce the torque ripples in the system, limiting the
relative speed error to maximum±5%. The tests are conducted for different speed setpoints
and with both active and passive magnetic spring configurations. For the sake of brevity,
only the results of the test runs with a speed setpoint of 300 rpm and an active magnetic
spring are discussed, but consistent results were obtained for all velocities.

4.2. Estimation Results

In this section, we compare three estimator results:

1. Extended Kalman filter (EKF) without augmented states where the magnetic spring
torque input is modelled as an additional uncertainty. As such, the input torque is
not estimated;

2. Augmented extended Kalman filter (A-EKF) where the augmented state for the mag-
netic spring torque input is modelled using a random walk model, without exploita-
tion of the periodicity;

3. The proposed augmented extended Kalman filter, where the torque input model has an
adaptive random walk covariance, depending on the gradient of the angle-dependent
torque map (referred to as A-EKF*).

The motor angle, speed, and acceleration of the three different approaches are com-
pared to the motor encoder signal in Figure 3. Regarding the angle estimation, all three
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approaches have a close match with the measured angle. For the motor rotational speed,
the A-EKF and A-EKF* estimators that include the magnetic input torque estimation
outperform the EKF that incorporates it as an uncertainty.

The difference is even more pronounced in the plot of the rotational acceleration.
In order to allow a differentiation between the A-EKF and the A-EKF* approaches, the ac-
celeration bounds are too limited to show the complete range of accelerations resulting
from the EKF approach. However, the plot clearly shows the advantage of including the
magnetic spring torque input in the estimation.

Figure 3. Estimated and reference motor angle, speed, and acceleration.

It can also be seen in the plot that the accelerations of the A-EKF and A-EKF* are
aligned in the first-time interval. At t ≈ 0.5 s, the signals start to differ. This can be
declared by the adaptive random walk covariance calculation of the A-EKF* approach.
In the beginning, it is a constant value, equal to the constant random walk covariance
of the A-EKF. Then, at t ≈ 0.5 s, it starts adapting the value using the gradient of the
constructed torque map. As such, the random walk covariance is reduced when allowed
by the calculation, and the calculated acceleration values are less extreme for the A-EKF*
as compared to the A-EKF case. The motor acceleration is most accurate for the A-EKF*
approach, as can be seen by comparing it to the differentiated encoder signal.

The load angle, speed, and acceleration of the three different approaches are compared
to the load encoder signal in Figure 4. For the EKF approach, a delay is observed in the
first cycle of the load angle. For the load rotational speed, all three estimations correspond
well with the measured speed of the load encoder, although a slight mismatch can be
observed at a few time intervals for the EKF. For the load rotational acceleration, the general
trend of the three approaches and the differentiated encoder signal is similar. This is not
surprising, as all three approaches use the same load accelerometer and the same model.
The differences in the estimation approaches are at the motor side, with only a limited
effect on the estimation of the end effector acceleration.
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The estimated magnetic spring torque and its corresponding variance value are plotted
in Figure 5. This input torque is only estimated in the A-EKF and A-EKF*, and no reference
signal is easily available. Firstly, the two estimations are the same, as the adaptive random
walk covariance calculation is not active yet. Starting at t ≈ 0.5 s, the A-EKF* adapts the
random walk covariance using the gradient value of the torque map, leading to a smoother
and more limited in amplitude magnetic spring torque estimation. The reduction in random
walk covariance causes the state variance of the magnetic spring torque to decrease in
amplitude as well. At the end of the run, the mechanism brakes, causing the magnetic
spring torque to decrease as well. The A-EKF* detects this gradient and deactivates the
adaptive covariance calculation of the random walk model, as the torque map no longer
provides valuable information.

Figure 6 shows the torque at the load inertia and its corresponding estimated variance
during two steady-state cycles (t = [1.2 s, 1.6 s]). The estimated torque is compared to two
reference signals that are obtained by multiplying the load acceleration signals derived
from the sensor outputs with the load inertia value. The observed difference between the
approaches is limited for the load torque estimation, as they differ only in the magnetic
spring torque estimation at the motor side.

Figure 4. Estimated and reference load angle, speed, and acceleration.
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Figure 5. Estimated magnetic spring torque and variance.

Figure 6. Estimated and reference load torque and variance.

The corresponding variance, however, shows more obvious differences among the
approaches. In order to declare these differences, the variance characteristic should firstly
be understood for one approach. For this reason, the discussion starts with the explanation
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of the variance characteristic for the A-EKF approach. After this explanation, the differences
with the EKF and A-EKF* approach are described.

The observed load torque variance is quasiperiodic for the A-EKF. When comparing
this variance to the corresponding load angle, it can be noted that:

(i) The variance reaches local minima when the load inertia reaches its reciprocating
point (either minimal or maximal load angle);

(ii) The variance reaches local maxima when the load inertia crosses its zero point (zero
load angle).

This behaviour is due to the kinematics of the four-bar linkage and can be declared
by considering the changing sensitivity of the rocker angle to the crank angle (quantified
by ∂φ

∂θ ) at the two events:

(i) The sensitivity is minimal; hence, the uncertain crank angle has only a limited influence
on the uncertainty of the rocker angle;

(ii) The sensitivity is maximal; hence, the uncertain crank angle has a more severe influ-
ence on the uncertainty of the rocker angle.

The relatively high uncertainty value of the crank angle results from the linear spring-
damper connection with the motor inertia on which the highly uncertain magnetic spring
torque is introduced. Considering that the connection between the rocker inertia and the
load inertia is modelled in a similar fashion, it should not be surprising that the uncertainty
of the rocker angle plays an important role for the load torque variance.

The variance obtained with the EKF shows a very similar behaviour, although it is
hardly visible on Figure 6 because of the small amplitude of this variation in comparison
with the other approaches. Due to the higher uncertainty value on the motor inertia
equation in the EKF approach, the estimation relies almost entirely on the accelerometers
and less on the model and the motor encoder. This results in a higher and more constant
variance characteristic.

The A-EKF* reduces the variance of the magnetic spring torque input by exploiting its
angle-dependency, and as such, the resulting load torque variance is also reduced compared
to the A-EKF. This reduction is more significant for the originally highest variance values,
as expected based on the corresponding higher sensitivity of rocker angle to crank angle.

Figure 7 shows a histogram of the error between the estimated load torque and the
encoder reference. A normal distribution is fitted on the error data and can be compared
to the theoretical error distribution. The theoretical distribution is a zero-mean normal
distribution, with a variance value σth =

√
σ2

encoder noise + σ2
estimator (the noise variance of

the load encoder reference is identified as σencoder noise = 0.99 based on its relative error
distribution with the load accelerometer).

For the EKF approach, the error distribution shows a significant bias. This bias is
reduced by including the magnetic spring torque in the estimation in the A-EKF. The A-
EKF* approach allows one to reduce this bias even more by adapting the random walk
covariance of the magnetic spring. This adaptation reduces the predicted uncertainty in the
estimator, yielding the lowest theoretical variance value of the three approaches. However,
the error standard deviation relative to the encoder reference is the highest of the three
approaches. The A-EKF approach achieves the lowest error standard deviation relative to
the encoder.

Regarding the interpretation and added value of the results here, it is important to
bear in mind the limitations:

• The main difference between the estimation approaches is in the estimation of the
magnetic spring torque at the motor side, while the comparison of the results is
performed at load side. This may declare the relatively limited difference for this
comparison;

• The comparison of the estimation errors relative to the independent encoder reference
has a certain value. However, its value should not be overestimated as the encoder has
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a limited accuracy, and the comparison between the approaches may yield different
results when a different validation sensor is used;

• It is assumed that the load torque is known by multiplying the acceleration value of
the sensor or the estimator with the load inertia value, as it is assumed no external
torques are active on the inertia. A more extensive validation using a torque sensor
would allow one to validate this assumption.

Figure 7. Error between estimated and reference load torque: histogram and normal data fit for the
three estimation approaches. Comparison with theoretical distribution.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a nonintrusive estimation approach to identify the torsional load-
ing on a mechatronic drivetrain. A combined state/input estimation using an augmented
extended Kalman filter (A-EKF) combined a physics-based lumped parameter model of the
torsional dynamics of the drivetrain with measurements coming from a motor encoder and
two MEMS accelerometers. The installed magnetic spring allows one to reduce the torsional
vibrations and improve the actuator performance, while posing additional challenges on
the identification. In order to allow a generic magnetic spring torque estimation, a random
walk input model is used, where the periodic angle-dependent behaviour is exploited
to reduce the uncertainties on the estimates. As such, the proposed approach provided
knowledge of the torsional vibrations, without the need for an extensive magnetic spring
torque identification.

The results of the applied input estimation approach were compared to two alternative
approaches, i.e., modelling the input as an additional uncertainty and estimating the input
as a regular augmented model. The obtained load torque estimates were experimentally
validated by comparing them to the signal of an independent high-resolution optical
encoder at the load inertia. The results showed that a concurrent input estimation allows
one to limit the bias in the load torque estimation. Furthermore, exploiting the periodic
angle-dependency of the input allows one to significantly reduce the estimation variance.
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